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The transformation group of the universal covering of the real projective line, 
obtained by lifting ordinary projective transformations, is given explicitly in terms 
of canonical coordinates. A similar formulation is given of the action of the univer- 
sal covering of SU(2, 2) upon the universal covering of the Shilov boundary of its 
associated bounded Hermitian symmetric domain, structured as R’ x SC/(Z). The 
former group G, isomorphic to S?/( 1, 1 ), has a unique and continuous bi-invariant 
global partial ordering < (similar to that expressing space-time causality relations) 
corresponding to its bivariant Lorentzian metric; the partial ordering is the same as 
that induced by the ordering of the real line which the transformation group preser- 
ves, As an application, the compactness of the intervals [g,, g,] = { gE G: 
g, < g < gz} for g,, gZ E G, necessary for global hyperbolicity of the metric, is 
studied. It is shown that [g,, g2] is compact if and only if g<ig, for all g in a 
neighborhood of gZ, where [ is the generator of the center of G satisfying [ > e. In 
particular, the interior of [r. [] is a maximal open global hyperbolic submanifold; 
SU( 1, 1) is not globally hyperbolic. ( 1 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As noted by Cartan [l] nearly fifty years ago, the projective group in 
one real dimension and other open simple Lie groups have infinite-sheeted 
universal covering groups, and consequently these groups admit no faithful 
finite-dimensional linear representations. Accordingly, the simple Lie 
groups with infinite center present difficulties concerning their covariant 
and explicit presentation, and certain questions of an elementary character 
regarding even the lowest-dimensional group of this type have remained 
problematic. 
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For example, consider the familiar group action x + (ax + b)(cx + d))’ 
alluded to above. One knows that it lifts to a faithful action of the universal 
covering on the real line, but what is its analytic form? Parametrizing this 
group globally by R3 using canonical coordinates given by the Iwasawa 
or KAN decomposition (cf. [2]), and the real line by a variable 0 such 
that eie corresponds to x via the usual Cayley transform 
x -+ (1 + ix)( 1 - ix)) ’ = eis, a set of smooth functions 8 + 8’ = 
F(x, , x2, x3, 0) defining the transformation group results. Their precise 
id,entilication, however, or even whether they and the group multiplication 
law are thereby expressible globally in terms of elementary transcendental 
functions, does not seem to be treated in the literature. These questions are 
answered in Theorem 1 and its corollary. Theorem 2 similarly presents 
$?J(2,2), modulo its unique two-element central subgroup, as a faithful 
transitive transformation group of R’ x SU(2) (cf. [3, p. 371). 
A number of special parametrizations, used in various applications, of 
the universal covering of 
SU(l,l)= 
i( 1 
; $ : la1*- Jb(2 = 1 
I 
and other groups may be mentioned. Bargmann [4] associates to ($ $) the 
pzir (y, w) where y = b/a is in the unit disc D and w = arg a E (z, rc]; then 
SU( 1, 1) is parametrized by all (y, w) E D x R and the group composition 
may be expressed in these, rather noncovariant, terms. In [5] two con- 
structions of universal covering groups are given, one for fi(2, R) involv- 
ing a space of logarithms of multipliers, and in the other an integer-valued 
function 0% the group Sp(n, R) derived from the Maslov index is used to 
construct Sp(n, R). 
Section 3 applies the foregoing results to study the bi-invariant causal 
structure on s”u( 1, 1 ), in part to serve as a model for later treatment of 
similar questions on more general causal semisimple groups; cf. [3, 6, 7, 8, 
91. 
2. COORDINATIZATION OF COVERING GROUP OPERATIONS 
Let G denote the. group SU( 1, 1) and G its universal covering group. By 
means of the canonical homomorphism, denoted y: G + G, both the Lie 
algebras of G and 6 will be identified with the matrix algebra SU( 1, 1). The 
respective xponential mappings are denoted exp and eYp. 
Let 4 denote the (left) group action of G on S’ defined by 
az + b 
-nz+a 
(zgSl= {z: IzI= l}). 
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Let @:GxR’ -+ R’ denote the group action canonically covering $, i.e., 
satisfying 
e i@(g)@ = dty( g)) ,ie (g&&R’). 
In the following, Tan -lx denotes the principal value between -7~12 and 
7112. 
THEOREM 1. The universal covering group s”u( 1, 1) acts as follows on 
3’ z R’, in terms of canonical coordinates: for all 8, t, a, n real, 
where 
0+8+t+4Tan-’ (1) 
A = n( 1 + tanh a)( 1 - cos 0) - (tanh a) sin 8, 
B = 1+ (tanh a) cos 0 - n( 1 + tanh a) sin 8. 
Proof The determination of @ could be carried out as the solution of 
certain partial differential equations, but a more direct approach is 
followed here. It is first verified that the Tan ~ ’ term of expression (1) is 
well defined for all values of the parameters, i.e., that B > 0 whenever A = 0. 
Evidently B > 0 when 8/2x is integral since ltanh al < 1 always. On the 
other hand, if cos 8 # 1 and 
n(l+tanha)(l-cos8)=(tanha)sin8, 
then 
cosB-I~~o~OsinB 1 
=l-tanha>O. 
Now clearly the factor @(e?p t(‘$* -$)) acts as stated. Thus by 
analyticity considerations it sufftces to verify (1) for a and n near 0, so that 
A is near 0 and B near 1, in which case 
4 Tan-’ =2Tan’$ 
=Sin-l 2AB * 
A*+ B” 
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thus also the cosine of quantity (3) is (B*--A*)/(A*+ B*). It follows that 
the exponential of i times the right-hand side of (1) (with t = 0) is 
(4) 
Finally, one verities by direct computation that (4) equals 
(xe” + y)( yeie + 2) - ’ where 
(5 $=expa(y i)expn(: 7). 
The group operations in c in terms of canonical coordinates are recor- 
ded in 
COROLLARY 1.1. For any real t, a, and n, let g[t, a, n] denote the 
product 
Then 
Et, a, nl Ht’, a’, n’l 
a+a’+ilog(l+2C(l-cos t’)-2nsin t’), 
n’ + e-2a’ ( n cos t’ - C sin t’ 1 + 2C( 1 - cos t’) - 2nsin t’ )I 
where 
A = n( 1 + tanh a)( 1 - cos t’) - (tanh a) sin t’, 
B = 1 + (tanh a) cos t’ - n( 1+ tanh a) sin t’, 
C=n* + +(eP4n- l), 
and 
g[t, a, n]-’ = S[O, -a, -e*%] #C-t, 0, 01. 
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Proof: Define t”, a”, and n” by 
g[t”, a”, n”] = g[t, a, n] g[t’, a’, n’]. 
Clear1 y
and 
b[t’, a’, n’] = g[t’, O,O] g[O, a’, n’], 
S[O, a, n] g[O, a’, n’] = f[O, a + a’, CzO’n + n’] 
(5) 
for all a, a’, n, n’, since [(y A), (i I:)] = 2( i r j). Thus it suffices to prove the 
stated multiplication law for a’ = n’ = 0, assumed henceforth. Now since the 
subgroup of G generated by (y A) and (j T j) is the isotropy group of the 
point 0 E R’ under @, the stated value of t” is immediate from Theorem 1. 
To verify the formulas for the other two components, it suffices as before to 
take a and n small, noting that 
1+[2n2+~(e-4”-l)](1-cost’)-22nsint’ 
is positive for all real values of the parameters. 
First, for any real 0, set 
A(0) = n( 1 + tanh a)( 1 - cos 0) - (tanh a) sin 0, 
B(0) = 1 + (tanh a) cos 0 - n( 1 + tanh a) sin 0. 
By Eq. (2) and the value of t” already determined, 
@( g[ - t”, 0, 0] g[t, a, H] g[t’, 0, 0] ): 0 + 0 + t’ 
By the addition formula for Tan ~ I, the last quantity equals 0 + 2 Tan-’ X 
where 
x= A(0 + t’) B(t’) - A(t’) B(0 + t’) 
B(B + t’) B(t’) + A(O+ t’) A(t’)’ 
Finally, X= A”( d)/B”( 6) where 
A”( 0) = .“( 1 - tanh a”)( 1 - cos 0) - (tanh a”) sin 0, 
B”(0) = 1 + (tanh a”) cos 8 - H”( 1 + tanh a”) sin 0, 
and a” and n” take the values assigned by the Corollary (cf. Eq. (5)) which 
may be checked without difficulty. m 
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In order to show that the present technique admits generalization to 
other groups, including one of special physical interest, we determine the 
simply connected version of the fractional linear action r, of 
wz,2)={(; 3w4,c):(Ag: ;I)(; “3(“c i)=(o’ “I)}, 
denoted G, upon U(2) (2 x 2 unitary matrices), defined by 
ro :U+(AlJ+B)(CU+D)-' (UE U(2), 
(cf., e.g., [3, p. 351). The results, again in terms of canonical coordinates, 
involve only elementary functions (Theorem 2). However, the same appears 
doubtful for general S”v(n, n) acting on R' x Xl(n), as the solution of 
higher-order algebraic equations appears to be involved. 
The following notation and coordinate conventions are those of [lo] 
and [ll, Sects. II and III]. U(2) is covered by R' x W(2) via the map 
t x U + e"U. The standard (redundant) coordinates for a generic point 
U E SU(2) are uI, u2, u3, u4 satisfying c,“=, z.$ = 1 and 
3 
u= 
( 
u4 + iu, -242 + iu, 
u,+iu, u4 - iu, 1 
= u400 + 1 iujaj 
i= 1 
where cl, c2, cr3 are the Pauli matrices and cr,, = (h y). The maximal essen- 
tially compact subgroup i( of the universal cover G may be taken in the 
form R' x SU(2) x W(2), so that the action 
corresponding locally to r, and restricted to ir takes the form 
qsx ux V): (t, W)+ (t+s, UWV’) (t,sER, U, V, w~SiJ(2)); 
moreover, s x U x V maps to 
( 
&SPU 0 
> 0 e-W y 
EG 
under the canonical homomorphism. Let exp and e’;ip denote the exponen- 
tial mappings in G and G. 
For the AN factor of G = RAN, it is convenient to take a subgroup of 
the scale-extended Poincare group P (which, under r, equals the isotropy 
group of the point 0 x -1~ R' x SU(2)). As before, identify the Lie 
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algebras of G and G with the matrix algebra su(2,2). Let the abelian sub- 
group A be generated by scale and a Lorentz boost, namely, 
1 0 I s= -- 
( ) 2 I 0 ’ 
L 2 O O3 
( 1 O3 2 o3 0 ’ 
and let N be generated by the Poincare translation generators 
Tj=;( -; -;) (j=O, 1,2,3) 
and homogeneous Lorentz group generators 
,,i+,,,=;( :;, T,“,‘), Lo,-L*3= -;(z; 2). 
The commutation relations of the Lie algebra being those of the 
matrices, it is easily checked that these generators of N are contained in 
nonnegative joint eigenspaces of ad S and ad Lo,, and that subgroups of 
the standardized type appearing in the Iwasawa decomposition are defined. 
By general theory it follows that the map from g x R8 into G, defined by 
k x (xo, xl,..., x,)+keYp(x$+x,L,,)eYp i x,T, 
( ) j=O 
x e%(x6Wol + L3J + x7W02 - L3h 
is a dzffeomorphism. (Note that the terms in each exponentiated linear com- 
bination above commute.) 
THEOREM 2. Let ul, u2, u3, u4 be defined by Eq. (6). 
(1) For all t, x, y real and UESU(~), 
T(eYp(xS + yL,,)): (t, U) + (t’, e”‘r,(exp(xS + yL,,)) e”U) 
where 
t’=t-2Tan’ 
A = sin t(cos t cash x - uq sinh x) - cos t(sin t cash y + u3 sinh y), 
B = cos t(cos t cash x - uq sinh x) + sin t(sin t cash y + u3 sinh y). 
(2) Let X= x(L,, + L,,) + y(L,, - LZ3); then 
T(eYp X): (t, U) -+ (t’, e-“‘r,(exp X) e”U) 
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t’=t+2Tan-’ 
A=Ccos t, B=2+ Csin t, 
C= (x2 + y’)(sin t - ug) + 2(xu, + yu,). 
(3) Let X= cj’=, CjTj for cl, c2, c3 real; then 
f(e?p X): (t, U) + (I’, e-“‘T,(exp X) e”U) 
where 
r’=I+2Tan-’ 
tJi&+B)y 
A= -Csin t, B=2+Ccos t, 
C= i h!jCj+~(U~+COSf)' i Cj. 
j=l j= 1 
(4) Let e = f 1. Then for any c0 real, 
T(e%p c,(T, + eT,)): (t, U) + (t’, eP”‘T,(exp co(T, + eT,)) e”U) 
where 
t’=t+2Tan’ 
(J&-Z+ BJ. 
A=c,(l+u,cost-~~esint), 
B = 2 + q,( uq sin t + u3 e cos t). 
Proof: Clearly only the R’-components of the transformations are at 
issue. As in the proof of Theorem 1, it suffkes to verify that the Tan-’ 
expressions are globally well defined and locally valid. In each case it is 
shown that A = 0 implies B > 0. 
Regarding case (1 ), it is clear that B > 0 if either sin t = 0 or cos t = 0, as 
U: < 1. On the other hand, if sin t and cos t are both nonzero and A = 0, it 
follows easily that 
B= -& [cos t cash x - uq sinh x] 
= -& [sin t cash y + u3 sinh y]. 
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Now at least one of lcos t) 2 1~~1 and [sin t[ 2 1~~1 must be true, hence 
B> 0. 
Turning to (2), it suffices to take cos t = 0, so sin t = ) 1. Thus it suffices 
to show 
2 + x2 + y* > 243(x2 + y’) + 2(xu, + yu,) 
for all x, y and U, real such that c,?= I uj 6 1, which follows from the 
Schwarz inequality. The argument for (3) is similar. For (4), note that 
u;+(eu,)*<l, and that uq cos t - u3 e sin t = -1 implies uq sin t + 
u3e cos t = 0. 
Now let g=expX=( $ g) be a group element of the form considered in 
any of the cases (l)-(4), close to the identity, and 
d”V= (Me”U+ N)(Pe”U+ Q)-’ 
for U, VE W(2). Then 
e*“’ = Det(Me”U+ N) Det(Pe”U+ Q))‘, 
so 
Setting a=Det(MU+e-“N) and b=Det(Pe”U+ Q) (both close to l), it 
follows easily from trigonometry that 
t’= t-;log(ahl) 
.a-b 
=t+Tan-’ -z- c 1 a+b ’ 
It suffices now to exponentiate the Lie algebra elements in each case 
(l)-(4) (determining M, N, P, Q), compute a and b, and (noting Eq. (2)) 
verify that the stated quantities A and B equal, respectively, - i(a - b) and 
a+ b in cases (2)-(4), and A = i(a - b)/2 and B= (a + b)/2 in case (1); 
computational details are omitted. 
The analytic form of a special-relativistic time translation r(e’jip c,T,) on 
R’ x SU(2) is derivable from part (4) of the previous theorem, in the form 
Z(e’il’p &co(T, + T3)) T(eZp tco(T, - T3)). 
However, it is of interest to give a more explicit and simplified form. 
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COROLLARY 2.1. For any real c,, and (t, U) E R’ x W(2) with uq = 
tTrace( U), 
r(erp c,,T,): (t, U) + (t’, e-“‘r,(exp coT,) e”U) 
where 
t’=t+4Tan-’ 
(Ji+D~’ 
C= c0 [2( 1 + 224, cos t + cos*t) + (sin*t)(R* + 4( 1 - a~))‘/*], 
D = (4 - c0 sin t cos t)(R* + 4( 1 - u:))‘/* 
+(c,sint-4cost)R+8(1+u,cost) 
+ 2c,( sin t)( uq + cos t ), 
R = $c~(zL, +cos t) + c0 sin t + 2u,. 
Proof. The computation of the quantities A and B as in the proof of 
parts (3) and (4) of Theorem 2 may be combined to yield the following 
local group action: for all co, cl, c2, c3 near 0 and (t, U)E R’ x W(2) with 
U as in Eq. (6), 
where 
A 
t’=t+TanlB, 
A = c0 + cOuq cos t - (sin t)E, B = 2 + cOuq sin t + (cos t)E, 
E= i ujcj++cost)c2, c2 = c; - c: - c; - c:. 
j=l 
(This locally extends parts (3) and (4), noting Eq. (2).) Next, note by com- 
putations that 
A2 + B* = R2 + 4( 1 - u:), 
+ =;, 
A +B’+B 
where R, C, and D are as defined in the statement of the corollary. Finally, 
it is easily checked that C = 0 implies D > 0. 
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Remark. The subgroup of e generated by To, S, and the center of the 
Lie algebra of g is isomorphic to S”u( 1, 1). Under r, this group leaves 
invariant the lines in R’ x &W(2) with W(2)-component equal to (A 7) or 
(-A j), i.e., uq= &l. Furthermore, the transformation group of either of 
these lines, obtained by thus restricting r, corresponds precisely to that of 
s”v( 1, 1) on the line { 8 E R’ } determined in Theorem 1, via, e.g., t = 0 + x. 
For example, note that if uq = 1, the expression for t’ in Corollary 2.1 sim- 
plifies to 
where 
c=&)(l +cos t), d= 1 + +cO sin t. 
3. S%(I, 1) AND GLOBAL HYPERBOLICITY 
The manifold of a causally oriented Lie group is a particularly sym- 
metrical nonlinear setting in which to consider the definition of global 
hyperbolicity [12]. Recall that the invariant bilinear form on the Lie 
algebra of G (= s”u( 1, 1)) has signature (1, 2), defining a convex quadratic 
cone. Thus let C, ( g E c) denote the unique left- and right-invariant system 
of closed convex cones in the tangent spaces such that (5 ‘),) E C,. 
Explicitly, 
C,u -Cc,= (XESU(~, 1): det X>O}. 
As shown in [7] and [S] (cf. also [9]), G admits no piecewise C’ closed 
curve whose forward tangents lie in the cones C,. (The same is true for 
other semisimple groups, whenever G has infinite center.) 
Reference [7] also showed that the closure, denoted S, of the semigroup 
generated by all elements e?‘p X for XE C, satisfies 
S~{g~G:cD(g)B>0forall8~R’}, 
and thus S n S’ = {e}. Moreover, 
(7) 
0, <~,--@(g)Q, <@‘(gP* (gd$,, @R’) (8) 
follows from the corresponding local property of the group action 4 on the 
unit circle and g near the identity. Let [ = e?p rc(A fi), a generator of the 
center of G (cf. Corollary 1.1). Since @(c)e = 8 + 271 for all 0, it follows 
easily from (8) that for all ge G and 8,, 8, E R’, 
18, - 8,1 < 2770 I@( g)O, -aq g)B,l < 2n. (9) 
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To define global hyperbolicity, we recall the formulation of [ 131; in this 
context (specialized to the quadratic case) G may be any paracompact 
Lorentzian manifold (metric signature (1, n - 1)) whose family of 
corresponding quadratic cones in the tangent spaces admits a continuous 
choice of forward cones C, (time-orientation). Let $? denote the closure in 
the compact-open topology on maps from [0, l] to G, of the set of C’ cur- 
ves in G whose forward tangents at each point lie in C,. It may be shown 
that all paths in V are rectifiable and have a tangent almost everywhere. 
Let A + ( g) (resp. A ~ ( g)) for g E G denote all y E V starting (resp. 
ending) at g, and G*(g) their corresponding images in G. Then the A * ( g) 
are closed in the compact-open topology, although in general the G*(g) 
need not be closed [13]. Now it is known that there exists on such a 
manifold I? a complete positive-definite riemannian metric d, let Vd be the 
closed subspace of 9? of paths parametrized proportionally to the 
corresponding arc length. Then G is globally hyperbolic if and only if 
Ce,nA+(g,)nA-(g,) is compact for all g,, g,EG. It is known that global 
hyperbolicity is independent of the choice of d, however, and depends only 
the causal (conformal) structure [13, 141. 
Now G is henceforth specialized to S%( 1, 1). 
THEOREM 3. (1) Each element of S is a product e?p X, eYp X, for cer- 
tain X, , X, E C,. S equals G+(e), and (7) is an equality. Thus for any g E G, 
{“g E S for all sufficient large n. 
(2) The interior of S consists of all g E G such that @( g)O > 8 for all 0. 
The boundary of S in c equals the union of {e} and the set of all g E S such 
that @( g)t& = 8, for some 8, E R’ unique modulo 2n. 
Proof: (1) If So denotes the semigroup generated by e’Zp C, (no 
closure), then it is clear that 
s,~G+(e)~{gEG:~(g)ebe for all e}. 
Conversely, take any g such that @( g)e b 8 for all 8; it suffices to show 
that g is a product of two elements of eirp C,. Post-multiplying g by a 
suitable eYp t(A ji) for some t d 0, it suffices to assume @( g)0 2 8 for all 8, 
with equality for some 8,, and show gee%p C,. 
By a suitable conjugation we may assume B0 = 0, so that g lies is the 
isotropy group of 0, as in the proof of Corollary 1.1. Now this group is 
conjugate to the ax + b-group (a > 0, b real) of the line under the Cayley 
transform of the line into the unit circle, which preserves causality. Now 
clearly ax + b 2 x for all real x if and only if a = 1 and b k 0. Thus 
g = ejrp n(: 1:) for some n, necessarily nonnegative, and (i 1 i) E C, is easily 
checked. 
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The statement regarding [ then follows from (9) and Theorem 1; part (2) 
also follows by similar arguments. 
It follows that G+(g) = gS = Sg, and that a partial ordering on G is 
defined by 
Note ab E So ba E S for all a, b E G since S is invariant under conjugation; 
thus g,6g20g~‘<g;’ for all g,, g,oc. 
A global notion 4 of “strict” precedence, corresponding locally to the 
interiors of the causal cones, is defined by 
g,<g*Og*g;‘ES’“‘. (10) 
That each g, E G+(g,)int = glS’“’ lies on an everywhere strictly future- 
pointing curve starting at g, follows from 
THEOREM 4. Each element of Sin’ is a product ejrp X, eYp X, for 
x x E Gin’. 1, 2 c 
ProoJ: Use of the partially defined Cayley transform [ 1.5, 161 
XESU(~, l)+(Z+X)(Z-X))‘EG (11) 
here, and in the proof of Theorem 5, will be convenient. It is not hard to 
see that for XE su(, I), Det(l- X) = 0 precisely for X in a hyperboloid of 
one sheet not meeting the cones rt C,. Thus let 9 = {X: Det(l-X) >O} 
(which is simply connected), and define C: 9 + G by requiring it to agree 
with (11) under the canonical homomorphism. Like the exponential map- 
ping, C also intertwines the adjoint action with conjugation, and moreover 
is one-to-one. 
Now let gESnt, and referring to the proof of Theorem 3(l), let b = 
[e?p t(6 Di)]g be the element of the boundary of S obtained from the 
element g there. The r here must be negative. b is conjugate to eZp( j 1 j), 
and it follows easily that b = C(X) for X on the boundary of C,. Now C is 
causal from 9 to G, giving Z% the linear causal structure defined by trans- 
lating C,, by Theorem 5 of [ 151, so [eYp ~(6 !,)I b, for sufficiently small 
E> 0, equals C(Y) for some YE Cpt. However, such C(X) are also 
exponentials of elements of Cent by Proposition 2 of [IS]; thus g = 
e?p(-t-s)(A Ti)e?pXfor --f--s>0 and XECF’. 
In the theory of causally oriented manifolds, the intervals A+( g,)n 
A - ( g2) and G + ( g, ) n G ~ ( g2) are of considerable importance, as in the 
definition of global hyperbolicity. Clearly either is nonempty if and only if 
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g1 G gz. It is interesting that here the criterion for their compactness can 
also be succinctly expressed purely in terms of the ordering, as in 
THEOREM 5. Assume g,,g,Ec and g,<g,. Then VdnA+(g,)n 
A ~ ( g2), for any complete riemannian metric d on c, is compact if and only if 
G+(g,)n G-(g2) is compact in G. This is the case if and only if 
g,<k,, (12) 
or equivalently, 
@(g,)tl-@(g,)i3<2x for all OER’. (13) 
Proof: One implication of the theorem follows essentially from 
LEMMA 5.1. The image of the Cayley transform C restricted to C, is 
precisely {gEG:e<g@{}. 
Proof C( C,) 2 e and C( C”t) 9 e hold because C is causal. Otherwise, it 
suffices to show that 
For “a ,” note that each XE Czt is conjugate to some t(i ‘Ji) for t > 0, and 
it is easily computed that 
c({t(i “i):t>o})=eYp{t(; oi):O<t<n}. (14) 
Conversely, if e + g+ { then 0 < @( g)8 < 8 + 27c for all real 8. Thus the 
action of y(g) on the unit circle is without fixed points, hence g is elliptic 
and conjugate to some eYp t(i Oj). Now e 4 g << { implies 0 < t < rc; finally, 
use Eq. (14). 
Completion of Proof of Theorem. By the group invariance it s&ices to 
take g, = e. If (12) holds (which, by Theorem 3 and (lo), is equivalent to 
(13)), then G+(e) n GP ( g2) is the image under C of the intersection of C, 
with a translate of -C,, which is clearly compact. It follows, using the 
Ascoli theorem as in [ 131, that the set of arcs Vdn A+(e) n A-( g2) is also 
compact. 
Conversely, let g E S such that g< [ does not hold; it suffices to show 
that, relative to some complete riemannian metric on G, there are timelike 
arcs from e to g of arbitrarily large length. For this purpose it suffices to 
take g = [ e%p( 1:. i), since other such g are in the future of this point or a 
conjugate. Such arcs are constructed as follows. 
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Note that for all E > 0, X, = i( r :” -7’ ,) E cz’, and 
exp tX8 =cos t(2.s + s2)r12 A y + 
( ) 
sin t(2~+.5*)~/* i 1 +a -1 . 
(2E + &2)1’2 ( 1 ) -l---E ’ 
the corresponding elliptic l-parameter group in G does not reach 5 until 
t=71(2&+&*)- . ‘I2 These arcs from e to c are thus of unbounded lengths as 
E -+ 0, relative to any left- or right-invariant metric. These may be modified 
to reach [ e’;ip( :i j) as follows. For each positive E near 0, determine a uni- 
que positive 6 also near 0 by 
l+a=cos8+sin6, 
(1 -2.s-.S2)1’2=cosb-sin6. 
Determine T, near 742~ + e2)-1/2 - 1, by 
Sin T(2& -I- &*)“* = (2~ + &*)I’*. 
Then the curve 
Yr=expi6 i O exptX,expiS -’ O 
( ) 2 0 -i (. 1 0 i 
for t E [0, T], followed by 
for tE [T, T + 11, is a timelike curve in G than ends at 
(note cos T(~E + E~)“~ = -( 1 - 2s - .s2)li2); it clearly lifts to a curve from e 
to c erp( :j j). As E + 0 the curves have unbounded lengths relative a left- 
invariant metric. 
COROLLARY 5.1. The open set 
M= {ge&e*g-+l}, 
endowed with the induced Lorentzian structure, is a maximal connected open 
globally hyperbolic submanifold of S%( 1, 1). 
580/62/3-2 
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Proof: M is globally hyperbolic by Theorem 5. Now any larger connec- 
ted open set 44’ must contain a neighborhood of a point p on the boun- 
dary of A4 in G, which consists of the union of the boundary of S, denoted 
84, and [(as)-‘. By symmetry, suppose p~~(i?S)-‘; we may also suppose 
PZi. 
The construction in the proof of Theorem 5 gave a family of timelike 
. arcs yE. [0, T,] -+ G from e to p, say, for 0 <E GE,,, that except for the 
endpoints e and p are contained in M. In addition, E + yE is continuous in 
the compact-open topology, and the yE are contained in no compact subset 
of 6 (consider the value of t such that sin t(2~ + &*)l’* = 1). Now since 
p E M’zM and M’ is open, there exists 6 > 0 such that the arcs ri, defined 
by r:(t) = eYp 6(; Ti) y,(t), lie entirely in M’ at least for E near Q. 
Now the set of all E such that r:(r) E M’ for all t is an open subset of 
(0, ~~1. If it is all of (0, co], the curves y: cannot all lie in a compact subset 
of M’, implying that a causal interval in M’ between two points of M’ is 
noncompact, implying that 44’ is not globally hyperbolic. If, on the other 
hand, there exists E’ such that the curve y:, does not lie in M’, there exists a 
maximal such E’; it follows that the set of arcs yi for E E (E’, q,] is noncom- 
pact in the compact-open topology on curves in M’, again contradicting 
global hyperbolicity of M’. 
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